Abstract. It is crucial for information retrieval systems to learn more about what users search for in order to fulfill the intent of search. This paper introduces a new problem, called query taxonomy generation, which is trying to organize users' queries into a hierarchical structure of topic classes. Such a query taxonomy provides a basis for the in-depth analysis of users' queries on a larger scale and can benefit many information retrieval systems. The proposed approach to this problem consists of two computational processes: hierarchical query clustering to generate a query taxonomy from scratch, and query categorization to place new-arrived queries into the taxonomy. The obtained results of preliminary experiment have shown the potential of the proposed approach in generating taxonomies for queries, which may be useful in various Web information retrieval applications.
Introduction
An information retrieval (IR) environment can be depicted as an abstract space composed of three main sub-spaces as shown in Figure 1 : the User Space contains people who submit search requests, the Document Space contains the available documents, and the Intermediary Space contains the intermediaries that help the connection between the users and the documents. In a typical search scenario, large amounts of diverse users in the User Space are searching or requesting relevant documents from the Document Space. Since users and documents are not so consistent in having the same vocabularies for describing the same concepts, intermediaries, such as information retrieval systems, assist to bridge the gap.
Conventionally, researches on information retrieval are in essence more document-oriented. A lot of efforts have been spent on analyzing documents, such as creating effective full-text indices for documents and manually organizing a well-formed taxonomy structure for content categorization (Sullivan, 2002) . Although constructing Yahoo!-like taxonomies can help users locate documents of interest, it is really costineffective and inapplicable when considering the problems of catching up with the information updated and scalability with the rapid growth of documents as on the Web. On the other hand, users' search interests are often dynamic and changing with the time. The taxonomies generated using documentbased approaches might not be adaptable to users' preferences and usages.
In recent years, a great diversity of Web users' search interests has stimulated the development of user-oriented Web IR systems, in which the information is organized and retrieved more from users' point of view, rather than from system or document-oriented perspectives (Belew and Van Rijsbergen, 2001 ). An analysis reported that users' query terms are different from those terms extracted from Web documents (Buckland et al., 1999) . The evolution of the Web has provided rich opportunities for gathering and analyzing anonymous log data generated by user interactions with Web IR systems (Lau and Horvitz, 1999) . Such data provide a good source for studying user's needs and behaviors, and facilitate the design of user-oriented Web IR systems.
Towards a more user-oriented IR system, it is believed equally essential to construct a Yahoo!-like taxonomy, called query taxonomy, for organizing users' queries at user space. Such query taxonomy can help IR systems understand users' search interests and used vocabularies, help users reformulate more effective queries, and complement the document taxonomies. In fact, users might not be interested in every topic of indexed documents; therefore, the taxonomy used to organize Web documents may not be suitable to organize search vocabularies. The purpose of this paper is trying to propose a systematic and automatic approach, called query taxonomy generation, to organizing queries with their similarity of search interests into a comprehensive hierarchical structure of topic classes. The approach is designed based on mining query logs and search results from Web IR systems for the generation of query taxonomy. The query taxonomy is defined as a classification tree constituted by the concept hierarchies of users' requests and categorized query terms. An example is illustrated in Figure 2 ; there, similar queries (as leaf nodes) are grouped to form basic query clusters (as interior nodes such as University), and similar query clusters form super clusters recursively to characterize the associations between the composed clusters. Each of the query clusters can represent a certain concept of users' information requests and some thesaurus information can be obtained within the clusters.
The characteristics of short Web queries and noisy search results have led researchers to investigate the problem of query clustering. Beeferman and Berger (2000) proposed a query clustering method based on "click-through data," a collection of user transactions with queries and their corresponding clicked URLs, to discover correlations between queries and the clicked pages. Wen et al. (2001) developed a similar method that combines the indexed terms from the clicked pages to estimate the similarity between queries, and achieved better performance. However, the number of distinct URLs is often huge in a Web search service. This would cause many similar queries not grouped together because of a lack of common clicked URLs. Besides, all the above works only considered flat, un-nested clustering of queries. In order to have sufficient and effective feature information to characterize the intended search interests of most users' queries, the proposed approach exploits the highly ranked documents retrieved by a query as the source of feature information and designs an effective algorithm for hierarchical query clustering.
As a result of our study, the discovery of topic hierarchies for queries may benefit the design of information retrieval systems in many ways, such as by helping information systems to organize the obtained information in various topic domains, assisting information retrieval systems to organize domainspecific terms into a thesaurus, and enabling question answering systems to observe users' queries on a larger scale, such as the distributions of the topic domains and FAQ finding. In the rest of this paper, we first introduce the proposed approach. Then the experiments we conducted and their results are presented. Finally, we discuss some applications and draw conclusions.
2. An example of query taxonomy.
3. An abstract diagram showing the concept of the proposed approach.
Overview of the Proposed Approach
The approach is based on the mining of search-result snippets from real-world Web search engines to construct the taxonomies for queries. The diagram in Figure 3 shows the overall concept of the proposed approach, which is composed of three computational modules: context extraction, query clustering, and query categorization. The query clustering module is designed to organize queries of different forms, including single terms, Boolean expressions and natural sentences. To cluster queries with similar information needs, the approach exploits the highly ranked search-result snippets retrieved from online search engines as the feature sources of queries. The context extraction module was, therefore, developed for this purpose. The proposed query clustering technique, called HAC+P, is an extension of the Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering algorithm (HAC). It is combined with a hierarchical cluster partitioning technique to generate a natural and comprehensive multi-way-tree cluster hierarchy. On the other hand, to enrich the existent taxonomy, the query categorization module was developed to categorize each new-arrived query. In the following paragraphs, we will describe the details of each part.
Context Extraction and Representation Model
Compared with a general document, a query pattern is much shorter and usually contains insufficient feature information in itself for judging its relevance with other target instances in an automatic clustering/categorization task. Somewhat analogous to determining the sense of a word by means of its context words in linguistic analysis, our approach adopts the query's context information to make up for this insufficiency. The contexts of a query are obtained from highly ranked search-result snippets returned by Web search engines or IR systems, e.g., the titles and descriptions of search-result entries, and texts surrounding matched terms. The features for a query are then extracted from the returned snippets. Using Web search engines as information sources has disadvantages and advantages. Web contents are usually heterogeneous and noisy, and need careful treatment. However, with the presentation schemes of most search engines, the neighboring contents surrounding a matched query in Web pages are selectively shown in the returned snippets. Therefore, features are extracted from the corresponding query's contexts instead of the whole Web page. Also a huge amount of pages have been indexed, so most queries can get sufficient results. As a result of recent advances in search technologies, highly ranked documents usually contain documents of interest and can be treated, at least in a certain amount of situations, as an approximation of the queries' topic domains. In conclusion, based on a combination of search processes of real-world search engines or IR systems, our clustering hypothesis can be intuitively stated as follows: two queries are clustered together because they can retrieve similar context contents.
We adopt the vector-space model as our data representation. Suppose that, for each query q, we collect up to N max search-result entries, denoted as D q . Each query can then be converted into a bag of feature terms by applying normal text processing techniques, e.g., removing stop words and stemming, to the contents of D q . Let T be the feature term vocabulary, and let t i be the i-th term in T . With simple processing, a query q can be represented as a term vector v q in a |T |-dimensional space, where v q,i is the weight t i in v q . The term weights in this work are determined according to one of the conventional tf-idf term weighting schemes (Salton and Buckley, 1988) , in which each term weight v q,i is defined as
where f q,i is the frequency t i occurring in v q 's corresponding feature term bag, n is the total number of queries, and n i is the number of queries that contain t i in their corresponding bags of feature terms. The similarity between a pair of queries is computed as the cosine of the angle between the corresponding vectors, i.e.,
For the purpose of illustration, we define the average similarity between two sets of vectors, C i and C j , as the average of all pairwise similarities among the verctors in C i and C j :
Hierarchical Query Clustering
The purpose of clustering in our approach is to generate a cluster hierarchy from queries. The hierarchical clustering problem has been studied extensively in the literature, and many different clustering algorithms exist. They are mainly of two major types: agglomerative and divisive. We have adopted HAC as the backbone mechanism and developed a new algorithm, called HAC+P, for our clustering problem (Chuang and Chien, 2002) . The algorithm consists of two phases: HAC-based clustering to construct a binary-tree cluster hierarchy and hierarchical cluster partitioning, named min-max partitioning, to generate a natural and comprehensive hierarchy structure from the binary one. The details are introduced as follows.
HAC-Based Clustering
An HAC algorithm operates on a set of objects with a matrix of inter-object similarities and builds a binary-tree cluster hierarchy in a bottom-up fashion (Mirkin, 1996) . At first, each input object is placed in a singleton cluster. Then, at each iteration step, the two most-similar clusters are merged to form a new one, and the whole process halts when there exists only one un-merged cluster, i.e., the root node in the binary-tree hierarchy. The core of an HAC algorithm is a specific function used to measure the similarity between any pair of clusters C i and C j . Here, we consider three well-known inter-cluster similarity functions: (SL) the single-linkage function, defined as the largest similarity between two objects in both clusters:
(CL) the complete-linkage function, defined as the smallest similarity between two objects in both clusters:
(AL) the average-linkage function, defined as the average of all similarities among the objects in both clusters:
Usually, the clusters produced by the single-linkage method are isolated but not cohesive, and there may be some undesirably elongated clusters. At the other extreme, the complete-linkage method produces cohesive clusters that may not be isolated. The average-linkage method represents a compromise between the two extremes. A comparison of these methods will be made in a later section. & % ( ' ) % 0 # 2 1 
Min-Max Partitioning
The HAC algorithm produces a binary-tree cluster hierarchy. However, our approach produces a natural and comprehensive hierarchical organization like that of Yahoo!, in which there are 13-15 major categories, where each category also contains an appropriate number of sub-categories and so on. This broad and shallow multi-way-tree representation, instead of the narrow and deep binary-tree representation, is easier and more suitable for humans to browse, interpret, and do deeper analysis.
To generate a multi-way-tree hierarchy from a binary-tree representation, a top-down approach is used to decompose the hierarchy into several sub-hierarchies first, and to then recursively apply the same decomposing procedure to each sub-hierarchy. Our idea is to determine a suitable level at which to cut the binary-tree hierarchy and create the most appropriate sub-hierarchies; that is, these sub-hierarchies are with the best balance of cluster quality and number preference over those produced by cutting at the other levels. Figure 4 demonstrates this idea; Figure 4 (A) is the binary-tree hierarchy constructed by an HAC algorithm, and Figure 4 (B) shows the resulting hierarchy after level 2 is chosen as the best cut level. Through recursively decomposing the sub-hierarchies, a new multi-way-tree hierarchy can be constructed. In the following, we briefly describes the two criteria used to determine the best cut level.
The generally accepted requirement of "natural" clusters is that they must be cohesive and isolated from the other clusters. Our criterion for determining a proper cut level given a binary-tree hierarchy of clusters is to heuristically satisfy this requirement. Let the inter-similarity between two clusters C i and C j be defined as the average of all pairwise similarities among the objects in C i and C j , i.e., sim A (C i , C j ), and let the intra-similarity within a cluster C i be defined as the average of all pairwise similarities within C i , i.e., sim A (C i , C i ). Our partitioning approach finds a particular level that minimizes the inter-similarities among the clusters produced at the level and maximizes the intra-similarities of all those clusters; this is why the approach is named min-max partitioning. Let C be a set of clusters; our quality measurement of C based on its cohesion and isolation is defined as
Note that the smaller the Q(C) value is, the better the quality of the given set of clusters, C, is. Usually, a partition with neither too few nor too many clusters is preferable. Given n objects, there are at least one cluster and at most n clusters. To have a natural and comprehensive hierarchy structure, we expect that the number of clusters at each level should be appropriate to humans, but a proper number is really hard to anticipate automatically because we have no idea how many meaningful groups the number of generated clusters n=100 n=200 n=400
Fig. 5. The cluster number preference function on n = 100, 200, and 400.
exist among the objects. To make the generated hierarchy structure adaptable to the personal preference of each individual who is going to construct the taxonomy, a parameter N clus on the default expected number of generated clusters at each layer is assumed given by the corresponding taxonomy constructor. Notice that N clus could be a constant value or a function. Then, a simplified gamma distribution function is used to measure the degree of preference on the number of clusters. Its definition is given as follows:
where |C| is the number of target clusters in C, α is a positive integer, and the constraint (α−1)β = N clus is required to ensure that f (N clus ) >= f (x), 0 < x ≤ n. The detailed proof is omitted here. The two parameters α and β allow us to tune the smoothness of the preference function, and they are empirically set as α = 3 and β = N clus /2 in our study. In this work, we empirically define N clus as the square root of the number of objects in each partitioning step. Figure 5 depicts the curves of this cluster-number preference function with respect to different numbers of generated clusters, f (x), on different sizes of objects n = 100, 200, and 400. Note that the function favors cluster numbers close to N clus . Finally, we estimate the quality and the cluster-number preference of all possible cluster sets produced at each level. The suitable cut level is chosen as the level l with the minimum Q(C l )/N (C l ) value, where C l is the set of clusters produced after cutting the binary-tree hierarchy at level l. To avoid performing the partitioning procedure on a cluster with too few objects or making the result hierarchy too deep, two constants and ρ are provided to restrict the size of a cluster and the depth of the hierarchy, respectively, to be further processed.
In the literature, several criteria for determining the number of clusters have been suggested (Milligan and Cooper, 1985) , but they are typically based on predetermined constants, e.g., the number of final clusters or a threshold for similarity measure scores. Relying on predefined constants is harmful in practice when applying the clustering algorithm because these criteria are very sensitive to the data set and hard to properly determine. There is another branch of clustering methods, called model-based clustering (Vaithyanathan and Dom, 2000) , which have the advantages of offering a way to estimate the number of groups present in the data. However, they suffer from high computational cost and the risk of a wrong assumption of the data model. Our approach combines an objective function to measure the quality of generated clusters with a heuristically acceptable preference function on the number of clusters. It can automatically determine a reasonable cluster number based on the given data set and still keep the advantage of efficiency of non-parametric clustering methods.
Cluster Naming
It is not easy to determine a name for a cluster. There exist different alternative methods. In the current stage of our research, we take the most-frequent co-occurred feature terms from the composed instances to name the cluster.
Query Categorization
Query clustering builds a query taxonomy from scratch. To enrich the taxonomy and keep it fresh, an approach to placing new-arrived queries into the existent taxonomy is demanded; this greatly reduces the heavy load of reconstructing the whole taxonomy (Chuang and Chien, 2003) . Suppose a plenty of instances have been assigned to appropriate clusters of the hierarchy via either clustering or categorization processes in an earlier stage. Given a new query q, query categorization is to determine a set of clusters that are considered as q's related clusters.
With the same scenario described previously, the candidate query q is represented as a feature vector v q . Here we consider two approaches to this categorization task.
Mean. Each cluster C i is represented as its centroid c i whose j-th feature weight is defined as the average of all its contained instances' j-th feature weights. If a cluster is an interior cluster, its contained instances are those instances contained in itself and its composed clusters. The relevance score between v q and C i is defined as
kNN. kNN has been an effective classification approach to a broad range of pattern recognition and text classification problems (Dasarathy, 1991) . By kNN approach, a relevance score between q and the candidate cluster C i is assigned by the following:
where R k (q) are q's k most-similar instances, measured by sim function, in the whole collection.
With the above two approaches, the clusters assigned to q is determined by either a predefined number of most-relevant clusters or a threshold to pick those clusters with scores higher than the specified threshold value. Different threshold strategies have advantages and disadvantages (Yang, 2001) . In this study, for the purpose of performance evaluation only, we select the five most-relevant clusters as candidates.
Experiment
To assess the performance of the proposed approach, two sets of experiments were conducted. One was conducted to test the feasibility and the performance of query clustering under various similarity measure strategies, and the other was conducted to examine the accuracy of query categorization.
To have a standard basis for performance evaluation, we used the Yahoo! directory as our major experimental data set. The category names in the top three levels of Yahoo! Computer Science directory were collected. There were 36, 177, and 278 category names in the first, second, and third levels, respectively. These category names were short in length and specifically expressed some subject domain requests; therefore, they could play the role of queries that users might submit. Notice that some category names could be placed in multiple categories; i.e., they have multi-class information.
Besides the Yahoo! directory, we also collected a data set consisting of the academic paper titles from several named conferences. For people in academic research communities, papers are a major search goal, and their titles or author names are often submitted to search engines as query terms. Table 1 lists the information of the paper data set we collected. Every conference was assigned to the Yahoo! category to which the conference was considered to belong, e.g., AAAI'02 was assigned to CS:AI, and all the papers from that conference unconditionally belonged to that category. We adopted the F-measure (Larsen and Aone, 1999) as the evaluation metric for the generated cluster hierarchy. The F-measure of cluster j with respect to class i is defined as
where R i,j and P i,j are recall and precision, and are defined as n i,j /n i and n i,j /n j , respectively, where n i,j is the number of members of class i in cluster j, n j is the number of members in cluster j, and n i is the number of members of class i. For the entire cluster hierarchy, the F-measure of any class is the maximum value it attains at any node in the tree, and an overall F-measure is computed by taking the weighted average of all the values of the F-measure as follows:
where the maximum is taken over all clusters at all levels, n is the total number of instances, and n i is the number of instances in class i. Table 2 shows the resulting F-measure values for clustering the 177 second-level category names with the 36 first-level categories as the target classes using various clustering methods and various similarity measure strategies. The F-measure values of the binary-tree hierarchies produced by the conventional HAC are provided as the upper-bound reference values for the other HAC variants. HAC+P is HAC with the partitioning procedure, and ρ = 2 means the depth of the result hierarchy was constrained to be at most 2. A k-means method was modified to make it hierarchical (HKMeans) and used for comparison. Using HKMeans, all the instances were first clustered into k clusters using k-means, and the same procedure was recursively applied to each cluster until the specified depth ρ was reached. The similarity between an instance and a cluster in k-means was measured using not only the conventional centroid method but also the average-and complete-linkage methods described previously. The single-linkage method was not suitable for incorporation into k-means because, in the single-linkage similarity measure, one instance's most-similar cluster is the one containing the instance itself; therefore, the resulting clusters totally depend on the random selection of k initial clusters. In our experiment, the parameter k was automatically set to be the nearest integer of √ n, where n is the number of instances to be clustered in each step.
The results obtained using HKMeans with complete-linkage were poor because the specified maximum number of iterations were used up and did not converge to a set of stable clusters. Overall, HKMeans did not perform very well in this task. From the experimental results shown in Table 2 , we found that the average-and complete-linkage methods performed much better than the single-linkage and centroid ones under the F-measure metric, and that the average-linkage method was even slightly better. To provide readers a more comprehensive and clearer clustering result, Figure 6 shows some selected clusters generated using HAC+P with the average-linkage measure, where each table contains a generated first-level cluster and each row contains a second-level sub-cluster. For each cluster, the Yahoo!'s corresponding category name (notated by users) and the achieved recall/precision rates are presented in the headline row, and the clustered terms are attached with their correct class names. It is easy to see that the terms grouped in the same clusters are most highly relevant. Although there are some terms whose corresponding classes are not matched with generated clusters, their meanings are semantically related to the automatically assigned clusters. The foremost, let's take some attention to the generated hierarchy structure. In order to have a clearer structure information of the generated cluster hierarchy, Table 3 shows some statistics of the hierarchy structures generated by clustering Yahoo! CS category names using the average-linkage similarity measure. The reported information includes the depth of the hierarchy, the total number of clusters generated at all levels, and the average of the child cluster numbers among all the clusters, which is a metric that can be used to examine a hierarchy's degree of broadness. Obviously, the decrement of the F-measure value caused by partitioning and the constrained hierarchy depth was very small (refer to Table 2), but the generated structures were considered more natural and helpful in observing the facts contained. To provide readers a more comprehensive resulting structure, Figure 7 shows the generated binary-tree hierarchy structure of the instances in Figure 6 using the conventional HAC algorithm with the averagelinkage measure, and Figure 8 shows the corresponding multi-way-tree hierarchy generated using HAC+P with two-level depth constraint. Readers can have a comparison of the two structures. Although it is hard to have a quantitative approach to measure the goodness of a generated hierarchy structure, we believe that the multi-way-tree representation is more natural and easier for humans to browse and interpret than a deep and narrow binary-tree hierarchy.
To examine the performance of our approach on real-world queries, we prepared two testing sets from a three-month query log collected from an on-line search engine: the most-frequent 1,000 queries (HF) and the randomly-selected 1,000 queries (RD). This query log contains 228,566 distinct queries with total frequency 2,184,256 and has been used in analysis of Web search behavior and several research studies (Pu et al., 2002) . The testing queries have been manually categorized into a two-level taxonomy composed of fourteen first-level and one hundred second-level categories. Table 4 lists some statistics on the hierarchies generated from clustering these two testing sets with the average-linkage similarity measure and no depth 
Words and Wordplay Machine Learning Neural Networks Fig. 7 . Example binary-tree hierarchy. constraint. Notice that this experiment is comparably larger scale than that of Yahoo!'s category names, and the achieved F-measure values are considered very good although they are less than those of the later. The promising result shows our approach also performs well in real-world data. Our second experiment is performed to examine the accuracy of query categorization. We use the firstand second-level category names as the training instances with the first-level categories of Yahoo!'s CS directory as the target classes. Both of the third-level category names and the collected paper titles are used for testing, respectively. Table 5 lists the result top 1-5 inclusion rates, where top n inclusion rate is defined as the rate of instances whose highly ranked n candidate classes contain the correct class(es). The performance of categorizing paper titles was comparably poorer than the other although the achieved accuracy rates were still considered very good in fact. This was mainly because paper titles were specific long queries, and some of them could not get sufficient search-result snippets using current keywordmatching-based search engines to characterize themselves. To have a clearer idea, among the total 188 paper titles, there were 61 paper titles obtaining less than 20 search-result entries. This motivates us the necessity of further exploring techniques to handle those specific long queries that could not have sufficient and effective feature information.
In addition, Table 6 lists the categorization accuracy of paper titles with respect to different conference categories. Notice that the topic domains of papers from some conferences are concentrative but those from the other conferences are diverse, and this situation is reflected in the performance of categorization on the papers of each individual conference. Table 9 lists the categorization results of several selected miss-categorized paper titles. Although these papers are considered miss-categorized, they seems more appropriate to be placed in those highly ranked auto-assigned categories. It is worthy of notice that the promising accuracy also shows its great potential of the proposed approach to classifying paper titles with Yahoo!'s subject directories.
More Discussions
A core of the proposed approach is using Web search results returned by real-world search engines as the information source for the target queries. This gives us several advantages: First, huge amounts of available documents on the Web have been indexed, it has a higher chance to get sufficient and balanced context information to characterize a query. Second, the Web, whose content is always refreshing and enlarging, offers the most up-to-date information. The queries such as new products and breaking news events, about whose information the Web never lacks. Third, we don't have to prepare the information of queries laboriously; existing search engines reduce our load.
However, although using Web search results let us have sufficient and effective information for each query, it also brings us several weaknesses. The required Web access is obviously a heavy load of the proposed approach, suppose there isn't sufficient bandwidth. This is certainly a problem but a trade-off. Web contents are usually considered heterogeneous and noisy, and need careful treatment. Besides, termvector-based data representation makes our clustering problem naturally a data-sparseness problem with high dimensional feature space. Some noisy features may cause the similarity measure not so reliable. This is why HAC performs better than divisive HKMeans because HAC groups those similar instances, e.g., synonyms or related instances, at very early stages. This is also why the average-and complete-linkage methods, which have nature to produce cohesive clusters, perform better.
Another challenge to this clustering problem is the ambiguous nature of queries. Some query terms could be placed in multiple categories; e.g., "natural language processing" is in both AI and Linguistics categories. The proposed approach is a hard-clustering algorithm; there, one instance would be placed in only one cluster. Clustering queries with multiple topic domains into multiple clusters is still unexplored. One possible approach is to apply query categorization to those clustered queries in a later stage to associate them with other related clusters. On the other hand, using highly ranked Web search-result Fig. 9 . Selected miss-categorized examples for categorizing paper titles.
snippets may limit our approach in dealing with those queries with several meanings in case those highly ranked snippets contain too few or even totally no relevant information for certain of the meanings.
Discussions of Possible Applications
Our query taxonomy generation approach for real-world queries may be useful in several applications:
Thesaurus Construction. A query taxonomy serves as a first step toward the construction of a thesaurus for search purposes. For those queries categorized in the same topic classes, more accurate relationships such as abbreviations, synonyms, related terms, broader terms, narrow terms, and translations might be further discovered. For example, we can apply some similarity estimation techniques to queries in the same class to extract highly related query pairs. This reduces the size of the query set without the disturbance of other irrelevant queries. Also, our work provides a good beginning for constructing a thesaurus that can adapt to users' changing search interests. The vocabulary of query taxonomy can be incrementally updated with the appearance of new queries. Some queries not used for a certain period of time can be removed from the thesaurus. The structure of the taxonomy can be re-constructed after a period of time of service.
FAQ Finding and Query Filtering.
It is important to discover common interests among users and to exploit the experience of previous users to help others. The proposed approach can be used to cluster natural language queries in some call routing applications. The discovered clusters of queries can assist users in reformulating refined queries, discovering other users' FAQs for question answering systems, performing query expansion and term suggestion, and even constructing a query filter for filtering out sensitive queries, such as pornographic-related terms.
Observation of Users' Search Interests. Knowing more about the information needs of users is valuable for enhancing the effectiveness of information systems and content organization. With our approach, it is a straightforward matter to construct a system for information systems in order to monitor users' changing search requests, including the distributions of users' search topic classes, and up-to-date frequencies of queries in each class. The proposed approach has been shown in Pu et al. (2002) to also be helpful in observing trends of search interests.
Concluding Remarks
This paper has proposed a systematic and automatic Web mining approach to organizing queries into a hierarchical structure of topic classes. Although the hierarchical clustering of queries is in essence considered very difficult, the Web provides an alternative way to deal with this problem. With huge amounts of available documents on the Web been indexed by real-world search engines, most queries can get sufficient and effective topic-relevant contextual information. Hence, the approach is designed to combine with the search processes of real-world search engines to extract features from the retrieved highly ranked search-result snippets for each query. Also, a clustering algorithm for generating a natural multiway-tree cluster hierarchy is developed; the algorithm is a hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm, which generates a binary-tree hierarchy at first, followed by a hierarchical cluster partitioning technique to generate a multi-way-tree hierarchy. The partitioning technique is designed based on a min-max objective function to measure the quality of clusters, and is combined with a heuristically acceptable preference function on the number of clusters to ensure that the produced hierarchy is natural for humans. Query categorization is also proposed to enrich the existent taxonomy and keep it fresh as reducing the heavy load of reconstructing the whole taxonomy from scratch. The obtained results of preliminary experiment on subject terms and paper titles in the domain of computer science have shown the potential of our approach. It is also believed that the proposed approach can benefit various Web information retrieval applications.
